CANVAS STUDIO
SET THE SCENE FOR
BETTER LEARNING
Canvas Studio is a more video-centric, interactive way
to approach e-learning. Where video-as-a-learning-tool has typically been one-way and passive,
Canvas makes video learning an active, collaborative,
effective experience. Canvas Studio engages learners
by turning content into conversation. It’s video as
discussion, not statement. It’s 21st-century learning for
21st-century learners.

THE CLIFFNOTES:
• Faculty and students can easily create, store, and share videos and podcasts (audio-only), safely and securely.
• Time-stamped, in-video commenting enables timely, relevant feedback and rich collaboration.
• Embed quiz questions within the video experience—the results are immediately transferred directly into the Canvas Gradebook.
• Faculty can provide targeted feedback by using the SpeedGrader tool directly in students’ videos.
• Students can seamlessly create and submit videos as a Canvas Assignment as a means to demonstrate understanding.
• Usage analytics provide actionable insights into how videos are performing, even per individual.
• Built-in asset management helps you safely store and easily access media.
• Platform-agnostic functionality means Canvas Studio works across all devices.
• Canvas Studio offers automated captioning (or upload your own), because accessibility is essential.
• Just drag and drop video files from your desktop, paste a link from YouTube, or instantly record with your webcam or screen capture.
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ALL THE CANVAS SUPPORT
& BENEFITS
Canvas Studio offers the same support, community,
and cloud-based platform as the industry-leading
Canvas LMS—and the same 99.9% uptime, secure
content storage, and commitment to openness and
reliability. From the world’s most trusted LMS comes
an awesome interactive video tool that works (and
gets used).

SHARE CONTENT. SHARE
CONVERSATIONS.
Canvas Studio lets learners and instructors engage
with video content by sharing, commenting, and
giving feedback all within the video timeline, in real
time. Learners can learn from each other’s insights as
well as from the instructor's direction and feedback.
Canvas Studio makes it easy for faculty to spark
dynamic conversations and for students to participate
in them, even as they view the video independently.
And it provides a platform for students who might
otherwise be passive and non-participatory in class, to
interact and participate.

“I teach what the
human eye can't
see. Canvas Studio
gives me that
needed visual.”
-COLLEGE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
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